
FOOD DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR 

A MONTH OF FEBRUARY AND 

MARCH 2020 HELD AT MACOBO 

OFFICE ON THE 3RD MARCH 2020 

 

   

 

ONLY TARGETS ALL VULNERABLE PEOPLE 

USUALLY MISSED OUT ON FREE 

GOVERNMENT FOOD AID AND AS WELL AS 

THOSE AFFECTED BY POVERTY, LIFE 

PROLONG TREATMENT ETC. 

 

 



From: Malosa Community Based Organization 

            Post Box 71, Chilema -Malosa 

    To: MACs Trustees Chairman, MACs Projects Head Office UK 

    Cc:  MACS-Malawi Coordinator,  

         :  District Commissioners Machinga and Zomba 

         :  Members of Parliament for Malosa/Machinga Likwenu and Machinga South East   

Date: 5th March 2020  

Dear Sir / Madame, 

FOOD DISTRIBUTION REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY AND MARCH 3RD 2020 

Introduction  

MACOBO has notably with great fretfulness that it’s fellow local citizens worked hard to fight hunger 

crisis through farming each year although the situation of climate change still endure pushing the 

poor to experience hard and uncontainable life that later create  malnutrition this causes deaths 

towards both children and adults, more precariously those that are on life prolong treatment due to 

poor food intake required and enables drugs not function properly within liver system. 

Through permanent partner Malawi Association For Christian Support based in Uk, we continued 

to applaud for their untimely support to such needs that promptly come to rescue our vulnerable 

disadvantaged citizens however not all their needs can be met by the association but will slim gap at 

a particular time while themselves work hard to find means and completely close the gap temporarily 

experienced. 

The 2019 to 2020 farming season is extremely painful year especially those who are discriminated by 

the village development committee during time of identifying free aid benefits by their fellow 

villagers due to a number of reasons arises, as well as unexpected changing place of living for better 

environment to survive, this problem also make primary citizens to live with fear if properly worked 

hard in their farming fields that are at risk of robbed,  

RELIEF RESCUE FOOD DISTRIBUTION THROUGH HOME BASED CARE ZONE NUMBERS 

MACOBO followed resilient procedures by making sure that required beneficiaries are fairly access 

the food and not same blood relation to traditional chiefs who habitually monopolize the rights of 

poor fellow citizens within the area, due to nature of poverty that has no voice heard within even to 

above. 

It was exposed that many are left behind to access relief items due to natural hatred as well as 

political differences etc. 

1. Poor governance and corruption by village authority that subjugate the right beneficiaries’ access 

to free aid within the village. 

2. Natural laziness to prepare for early seed planting with first good rains. 

3. Spirit of living year in and year out depending on free hand outs. 

4. Population growth at family level beyond the financial status of the family. 

5. Self-stigma and discrimination towards the condition of health status versus community citizens. 

6. Poor conditions of soil not suitable for farming and ill-treating others as foreigners of in the area. 

7. Other faith-based organizations only focus to own faithful members leaving others suffering with 

hunger. 

 



REGISTRATION OF THE BENEFICIARIES AND PROCEDURE FOLLOWED 

A.1. Beneficiaries were all enrolled through home-based care volunteers, beneficiary name, name of 

guardian have to be recorded on the pre-beneficiary list. 

    2. After enrolment each beneficiary was registered in the master book of management committee, 

which should contain the following; 

• Zone number 

• Name of client 

• Name of guardian 

• Village  

• Age  

• Sex 

• Reasons for admission 

• Items received 

• Signature/ fingerprint 

MACOBO received a total grant of MLK 912,060.00 for the procurement of food items that will be 

distributed to a total number of 162 people for the month of February and March 2020 to people 

affected by hunger due to the following conditions; 

1. Aged  

2. Disabled  

3. On prolong life treatment 

4. Child headed families 

5. Orphans  

The vulnerable people has received a 10 kgs maize flour and a packet of Soya pieces of chicken 

flavour of 90 grams each per month, aiming at improving the health status since many people as per 

the situation of poverty and others are infected with HIV, diabetes, cancer, blood pressure, 

Rheumatism as well malnutrition since typical villagers has no source of income and community 

work that receive money for survive. 

MACs in its capacity has been supporting others with clothes and livestock pass on scheme, trainings, 

office administration (stationaries), all these programs have to lessen poverty level regardless of 

religious affiliation. This is another way of complementing government determination in fight against 

poverty to those who missed by village authority due to other reasons known by themselves to enjoy 

rights to quality life. MACOBO through its main management committee contributed to transport 

costs to show its concern by caring the welfare of the vulnerable citizens instead of demanding the 

huge task to the project partner. 

So far the planned project has finally closed on 3rd March 2020 after successfully meet the objectives of 

lessening the pain of hunger and still appealing to the office of the District Commissioners mentioned 

above to reconsider the listed community since majority still fail to cultivate due to late receiving of 

agricultural farm inputs, heavy rains and over growing of weeds in maize fields while heavy rains 

sustained, others indeed received them but had no capital to redeem the farm inputs due to poverty 

at household level so they opt to sell their coupons at very low price to solve little problems at their 

hand. 

Attached is the list of names benefitted from the free food exercise distribution for the two months in 

the zone numbers as well evidenced with photographs. 

Yours sincerely, 

Henry Jefferson Chikakuda 


